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THE TYPESET AND COTYPESET OF A RANK 2
ABELIAN GROUP

PHILLIP SCHULTZ

Let T and I" be sets of types. This paper describes
necessary and sufficient conditions on (T, T') for the existence
of a rank 2 torsion-free abelian group A such that T is the
set of types of elements of A, and Tf is the set of types of
rank 1 factor groups of A. Moreover, it classifies all such
A and gives necessary and sufficient conditions for A to be
completely anisotropic.

1* Introduction. This paper describes those pairs (T, T) of sets
of types such that for some reduced rank 2 torsion-free abelian group
A, T, the typeset, is the set of types of elements of A, and T", the
cotypeset, is the set of types of rank 1 torsion-free factor groups of A.

This completes a line of research initiated by Beaumont and
Pierce [1], to which notable contributions were made by Koehler [6],
Dubois [2] and [3], and Ito [5]. However, the methods of this paper,
unlike those cited above, can be extended to groups of arbitrary
finite rank, using the inductive technique of [7].

Apart from its use in the construction of the group A, the
advantages of introducing the pair (Γ, I") are twofold: firstly it
provides a finer classification of rank 2 groups than the typeset alone;
and secondly in the case of groups of arbitrary finite rank it provides
a useful classification scheme for the torsion theory generated by
the group A. The details will appear elsewhere, but roughly the
idea is the following: for any abelian group A, the torsion-free class
of the torsion theory generated by A is

A1 = {X: X is torsion-free and Horn [A, X] =0}.

Let (Γ, Tr) be the typeset and cotypeset of a torsion-free group A,
let C be any completely decomposable group with typeset T, and D
any completely decomposable group with typeset T. Then

C1 Q A1 £ DL .

This yields a classification of torsion theories in terms of completely
decomposable groups.

Section 2 of this paper compares and shows the essential equi-
valence of the structure theories of [1] and [7], and §3 establishes
several invariants of rank 2 groups. These invariants are used in
§4 to develop necessary conditions on (T, T"). The computations
which prove that these conditions are also sufficient comprise §5,
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while §6 is a proof that the group constructed does in fact realize
(T, T') The construction of §5 is analyzed in §7 and the number
of groups realizing (T, T) is counted. Finally in §8 the completely
anisotropic groups realizing (Γ, T") are constructed.

Throughout we employ the standard notation of [4] except where
otherwise noted. One major exception is the following:

A height is a function h from the set P of primes into N Ό {^}.
A type is an equivalence class of heights with respect to the usual
equivalence relation k ~ h if Σ?>ep \h(p) — k(p)\ < oo, The height of
an element a; of a group A is denoted hA(x) or h(x) if no ambiguity
results. A generalized height is a function from P into Z U ί 0 0 } ;
for example, if r — a/b is rational, then h(r) is the generalized height
defined by h{r){p) = hz(a)(p) - hz(b)(p).

We frequently use the ring Z, the closure in the w-adic topology
of the ring Z of integers. However we are interested only in its
algebraic structure: Z •= Y[pePZp, where Zp is the ring of p-adic
integers.

An arrow >-> represents a monomorphism, -» an epimorphism.

2* The structure theories of [1] and [7] Proofs of the following
assertions are in §3 of [7].

Let A be a reduced rank 2 torsion-free group, and let a H-> 1 (x) a
be the canonical embedding of A into its divisible hull V = Q (x) A.
For any x e A, let TF(x) be the pure subgroup generated by x. Suppose
{x, y} is a basis of A; then A/(W(x) @W(y)) is isomorphic to S =

F contains independent subgroups T̂ (a?), TΓ(2/) containing T/, a;
respectively, such that W(x) = A/W(x), W(y) = A/W(y) and A (p) =
hw(X)(y)(p) - hA{y){p) = hτv{y){x)(p) - hA(x)(p). There exists a cartesian
square:

in which A = {r^ + ŝ /: r, seQ, β(sy) = 7(rx)}

π(rx + s?/) = s?/; ίτ(rα? + sy) — rx

ker /5 = ker σ — W(y); ker 7 = ker TΓ = W(x) .

The pair (β, 7) of epimorphisms may be replaced by a pair (β\ 7')
provided (/9, 7) induces the same automorphism of S as does (/5', τ')
In this case, we write (/3, 7) ^ (/S', 7') and denote the equivalence
class by [β, 7].
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Conversely, let {x, y) be a basis of a rational vector space V; let
S be any subgroup of Q/Z; let W(x)9 W(y) be independent subgroups
of V containing y, x respectively, and let β: W(x) -» S and 7: W(y) —> S
be epimorphisms. Then the pullback A of (β, 7) is a rank 2 torsion-
free group containing independent pure subgroups W(x) = ker 7, TF(i/) =
ker β such that x e W(x), y e W(y), and the diagram above is commu-
tative. If (β'f 7') is another pair of such epimorphisms, with pullback
A', then A! = A iff (/3, 7) ~ 08', 7')- Furthermore, A is quasi-isomorphic
to A', denoted A = A', iff the automorphism of S induced by (/S, 7)
differs from the automorphism induced by (β\ 7') by a rational
multiple. We denote this construction by <A, W(x), W(y), W(x), W(y),
S, [β, 7]>.

The details and proofs of the previous two paragraphs in [7]
deal with the more general case in which V has arbitrary dimension.
It is stated in [7] that the rank 2 case is essentially the same as
the construction in [1], and since we shall make heavy use of Beaumont
and Pierce's results, the connection must now be made clear.

By [1, Theorem 2.10], a reduced rank 2 group A with distinguished
basis {x, y) determines a unique pair (Σ, X), where Σ is a height and
X an equivalence class of pairs (£, rj) from i x ί , A pair (f, rj) is
equivalent to a pair (£', ηr) provided that

( i ) h(ξ) = h(ζ'), h(η) - h{7}'),
and

(ii) h(ξy' - ξ'η) ^ Σ + hψ + λ(ίy).
(Fuchs prefers multiplicative notation for "addition" of heights

and types [4, II, p. 110], but throughout, I shall conform to the
additive notation of [1].)

For given <A, x, y), the height Σ is defined by

A/(W(x)
pep

and a pair (f, 77) is specified by
( i ) h(ξ) = h(y), h(v) = h(x)
(ii) VpeP, let α, b be integers with h(a)(p) = h(y)(p) = w, h(b)(p) =

h(x)(p) = v, and & an integer such that 0 ^ f c ^ ^ ( ί > ) . Then
p~(fc+u+υ)(αx + W e i iff h(aη{p) - bξ(p))(p) ^ k + u + v. (This in-
equality of course is suitably interpreted in case u or v is infinite.)
Beaumont and Pierce show that (i) and (ii) define (£, 37) up to equi-
valence, and conversely, a pair (Σ, X) determines (A, x, y) up to
isomorphism; the structure is denoted {A, x, y) -> (Σ, X).

METATHEOREM. The structure theories of [7] (rank 2 case) and
[1] are essentially the same.
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Proof. The height Σ is defined like the height &, and up to
isomorphism, (W(x), W(y), W(x), W(y), S) can be recovered from x, y,
and Σ, and vice versa. Hence in order to establish the correspondence
we must show how X determines [/3, 7] and vice versa.

Suppose <A, x, y) -»(Σ, X), and let (ζ, η) e X. Let h(x)(p) = v,
h(v)(p) = u. If v or u is infinite, then Σ(p) — f (p) = ̂ (p) = 0, and any
automorphism of S has zero p-component. Furthermore, any (£', η')
from X also has zero p-component, so in this case, the p-component
of the automorphism determined by [β, 7] is completely determined.

Assume then that u and v are both finite. For any p-adic integer
e represented in the form Σί^oβiPS let eύ be the jth segment
ΣfcUfP*. Define p-adic units c(p), d(p) by c(p) = p~uζ(p), d(p)^p~~vη{p),
and denote their i th segments by Cj(p), dά{p). For any integer j ,
0 ^ i ^ Σ{p), define

( * ) Ί{p-{5+v)cβ{p)x) = β{v"u+%)ds{p)y) .

This makes sense, since h(pucό(p)r](p) — pvdj(p)ζ(p))(p) ^ j + u + v
implies p~{j+v)cd(p)x + p~^u)dό{p)y eA.

Now if i = Σ(p) < 00, then 7(p~(i+v)ci(p)x) is an element of maximal
order pj in the cyclic group Sp = Z(pθι a n ( i similarly β(p~u+u)dd(p)y)
is a generator of Sp, so the equation (*) determines the p-component
of the automorphism of S induced by (β, 7).

If Σ (P) = °°> {y(p~ιj+v)Cj(p)x): j — 1, 2, •} is a set of generators
for Sp = Z(p°°), as is {β{p~{j+u)d5{p)y): j = 1, 2, •}, so the equations
(*) completely determine the p-component of the automorphism of S
induced by (β, 7).

We have shown that (ξ, ΎJ) determines a unique class [β, 7].
Suppose that also (f', rf) e X, and let c\p), d'{p) be the corresponding
p-adic units. Since h{ξ{p)Ύ]'(p) — ί'(p)τ?(p))(p) ^ Σ (P) + u + v>
p-{5+v)c'ά(p)x + p-{j+u)dr

0 (p)y e A9 so /3(p-(i+v)c (p)x) = 7(p-(i+w)ώ (p)τ/), i.e.,
(£', 7?') determines the same class [β, 7] as does (f, 27).

Conversely, suppose given <A, TΓ(cc), TΓ(i/), W(x), W(y), S, [β, 7]>.
Let β:W(x)/W(y)—> Sfτ.W(y)/W(x)—> S be the isomorphisms induced
by (β9 7) e [β9 7]. Let p e P and let w = h(y)(p), v = h(x)(p). If w
or 1; is infinite, Sp = 0, so for any choice of (ξ, η) we must have
f(p) = 0 = 7}(p). Thus we may assume u and 1; are finite.

If k(p) < 00, there is a rational p-adic unit c(p) such that

β(p~^)+u)c(p)y + W{y)) - 7(p-(fe(ί?)+% + TF(αO) ,

since these elements generate Sp; c(p) is unique modulo pkίp).
If k(p) = c>o, there is a unique p-adic unit c(p) such that, for all

i - 1 , 2 , . . . ,

i+v)χ + W(χ)),
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since those elements form a canonical set of generators for Sp.
Now let ξ(p) = puc(p), r](p) = pv for all p, and let X be the equi-

valence class of (£, τ;); from the construction we have <A, x, y) —>

Suppose now we start with [βf 7] and construct (£, η)eX as above.
An application of the method of the third paragraph of this section
yields c(p) = P~uξ{p)9 d{p) = 1 for all p, and hence the original [β, 7]
is recovered.

Conversely, starting with (£, η)eX yields a pair (β, 7) by equa-
tions (*). Now for all primes p and j <; J?(p), eZ, (;p) acts as an auto-
morphism on Sp such that

βip-^ejWdj&y'y + W{y)) - 7(p-(i+% + W(x)) .

The method above yields (£', 57'), where ξ'(p) = p%c(p)d(p)~\ ηf{p) = p%
and a short computation shows (f', ^') e X. Thus applying the con-
structions consecutively in either order recovers the initial invariants,
as was to be proved.

COROLLARY 1. Given <A, x, y}, there is α unit c of Z such that
(a) if k{p) < c>of c(p) is uniquely determined modulo pk(p) and

A, and

(b) if k(p) = o°, c(p) is unique and for all j,

e A .

3 * Invariants of rank 2 groups* Having established the cor-
respondence between the two theories, we can use [1] to list some
useful invariants of a rank 2 group A in terms of the structure
theorem of [7].

PROPOSITION 1. [1, §4]. Let {x, y) be a basis of A, with cor-

responding invariants S — ®PzPZ(pk{p))9 ceZ as in Corollary 1.
(a) t(x) Λ t(y) is a quasi-isomorphism invariant of A, henceforth

denoted t0.
(b) t(x) + t(y) + t(k) is a quasi-isomorphism invariant of A,

henceforth denoted s0.

(c) For any zeA, define χ(z) eZby %(z){p) = ph^zHp\ (interpreted
as zero if h{z)(p) = oo)# Let {x\ y'} be a basis of A with xr = rx +
sy, yf — rfx + s'y, where r, s, r', s' e Q. Let c' eZ be the corresponding
invariant as in Corollary 1. Then

t(χ(y')c'(sχ(y)c - rχ(x)) + χ(x')(s'χ(y)c - r'χ(x)) ^ s0 .
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COROLLARY 2. The irrational c(p)ys defined in Corollary 1 are
a quasi-isomorphism invariant of A; that is, if c corresponds to a
basis [x, y) and cr to {xr, y'}, then for any peP, c(p) is irrational
iff o\v) is irrational.

Proof. Let k, kf be the heights corresponding to {x, y), {xf, y'}.
(See Proposition 1 for notation.) If so(p) is finite, then k{p), k\p)
are both finite so c{p), c\p) are necessarily rational.

Assume then that sQ(p) == oo, and c\p) is irrational. This implies
that k\p) = oo, and that ur = h(y')(p) and v' — h(x')(p) are finite.
Let u — h(y)(p), v = h(x)(p); by Proposition l(c),

t((pu'c'(p)(spuc(p) - rpv) + pv'(s'puc(p) - rrpv)){p) = oo ,

so pu'c\p)(spuc(p) — rpv) = — ̂ '(s '
If u = oo, then ^W/+Vc'(ί)) = ^ / + v r ' , which is rational, so v = oo.

But then every element of A has infinite p-height, contradicting the
finiteness of u\ so n and similarly v are finite. Hence c(p) Φ 0 and
Jc(p) = CXD.

Now spMc(ί>) — rp v = 0 iff sfpuc(p) — rrpυ — 0, contradicting the
linear independence of {x\ y'}, so neither are zero and

c\p) = -pυ'-u'{s'puc{p) - rrpv)l(sp%c(p) - rpv) .

Since c'(p) is irrational, so is c{p). Reversing the roles of c(p) and
c\p) throughout yields a proof that if c(p) is irrational, so is c\p).

We now use Proposition 1 and Corollary 2 to identify certain
sets of primes which are quasi-isomorphism invariants of A.

A prime p is called accidental if so(p) = oo > to(p). An accidental
prime p is flat if for any choice of basis, c(p) is always irrational;
it is sharp otherwise. Note that Corollary 2 implies that the fiat
primes are a quasi-isomorphism invariant of A; the sharp primes are
not: for example, if p is sharp for some choice {x, y) of basis, then
there is an element z with h(z)(p) = oo, and {x, z} is a basis with
respect to which p is not even accidental.

We shall also need Lemma 9.1 and Corollary 7.4 of [1], which
translated into the notation of Proposition 1 become:

PROPOSITION 2. Let {x, y) be a basis of A, and let z = rx + sy e
A, r, seQ. Then h(z) = min {h(sχ(y)c — rχ(x), k + h{y) + h(s), k +
h(x)

COROLLARY 3. h{z){p) = oo iff k(p) = co and r/s = p

in particular, if h{z){p) = oo, then h(r/s)(p) = h(y)(p) — h(x)(p).
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PROPOSITION 3. Let {x9 y] be a basis of A.

Define peZ by

= KP) if h(x)(p) = h(y)(p) ,

(0 otherwise

and

(0 if γ(p) Φ 0
j : Z ,{0,oo} by Λ(χ)(p) = » lKP)^

Let ze A\{W(x) U W(y)}; then t(z) •= t(ax + by) for some nonzero
eoprime pair (α, b) of integers. Let r — a/b, and let

tr — t(k Λ {h{r — p) + Δ(Ύ

— f I . -f n<γ)/I rΐV A* I —~ •ί/( / y j / M / I /• I /•

The following lemmas show how accidental primes affect the
typeset of A.

LEMMA 1. Let p be a sharp prime. Then there exists zeA with

h{z){p) = oo, but for all w$ W(z), h{w){p) < oo.

Proof. For some choice {x, y) of basis, h{x){p) and h(y)(p) are
finite, k{p) = oo and c{p) = α/ί> for eoprime nonzero integers α, b each
prime to p. Take z — aχ(y){p)x + bχ(x)(p)y e A. By Proposition 2,

(3>) = °°
If w£ W(z), {w, z] is basis and ί0 = ί(w) Λ t(«), so h(w)(p) < oo.

LEMMA 2. Lβί p be flat prime. Then for all 0 Φ zeA, h{z){p) <
oo for each basis {x, y) of A, k(p) = oo there are infinitely many
pairwise independent zt with h{zt){p) < h(z$)(p) whenever i < j .

Proof. Let c be the invariant corresponding to any basis {x, y).
Since c(p) is irrational, for all z Φ 0, h(z)(p) < ^ , by Proposition 2,
and fc(p) = oo. For i = l, 2, •••, define zj = ej(p)χ(y)(p)x + χ(x)(p)y eA.
Then

- cό{p)){p)

h(y)(p) + i .

Hence there is a subsequence (^J of the (zά) satisfying h{zt){p) <
Kzs)(p) if i < i The (^) are pairwise independent, for if azt = 6^
for integers α, 6 with i < j , then (acjjή — bc3-(p))x — (b — α)y, so
a — b and ^i = 2y, a contradiction.
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4* Admissible tyρeset>cotyρeset pairs* For any group A, the
typeset of A, T(A), is the set of types of rank 1 pure subgroups of
A, and the cotypeset of A, T\A), is the set of types of rank 1 torsion-
free factor groups of A. In case rank A - 2, (T(A), T'(A)) is the set
of pairs of types of the form (t, tf), where for some 0 Φ xeA,t is
the type of W{x), and tf is the type of A/W(x). A set (T, T) of pairs
of types is called admissible if for some rank 2 group A, (ϊ7, T) =
(T(A), T"(A)). The following necessary conditions for admissibility
follow immediately from §§2 and 3.

PROPOSITION 4. If (Γ, T) is admissible, then:
(1) \{T, T')\ is finite or countable.
(2 ) There is a type tQ such that, for all tt Φ t2 in T, tιΛt2 = tQ.
( 3 ) There is a type s0 such that, for all (t, V) e (T, Tf), t + t' = s0.
(4 ) // (tlf t[) Φ (t2, t[) e (Γ, T), then t, ^ tj. If (T, T) = {(t, t')},

then t ^ t''.

We now wish to show that the conditions of Proposition 4 are
also sufficient for admissibility; we can make the computations less
onerous by means of the following lemma, which allows us to assume
to

LEMMA 3, Given (A, W(x), W(y), W(x), W(y), S; [β, τ]>, let hQ =
h{x) A h(y); let G be that subgroup of Q containing 1 in which
Λ(l) = h0. Let A' be that subgroup of V containing {x, y) in which
hA,(x) = hA(x) — hQ and hA,{y) — hA(y) — h0, but otherwise A! has the
same invariants S and [β, T] as A.

Then A = G(g) A!, the invariant t[ of A! is t{Z), and T(A) =
{t + tQ:te

Proof. There is a canonical injection A! —> G 0 A' such that
hG®A>(l Θ «) = K(ΐ) + hA,{x) = hA(x), and hG®A,(l (x) y) = hA{y).

Let W\x), W\y) be the pure subgroups of A' generated by x and
?/, and let W\x) = A'IW\x)f W\y) ^ AfjW\y) be the corresponding
complementary subgroups of V, as in §2. Since hwlv)(x) = hG(ϊ)+
hπ>Ux)f hwUv) = λ(?(l) + ΛΪΓ'(,)(»), and G (g) S ^ S ^ P (G 0 Z(^>fc(ί)))) =
S, there is an exact commutative diagram derived from § 2, in
which the unlabelled oblique arrows represent isomorphisms:
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A

G®W\y)

Hence Θ is also an isomorphism. Then the statements about t'o and
T(A') follow from Proposition 2.

5. The construction* Let (ϊ7, I") be a set satisfying conditions
(l)-(4) of Proposition 4. By Lemma 3, we shall assume that for all
tΦt'eT,tAt' = t(Z); (or, if T = {ί}, that t = t(Z)). Let 0 = h0 e
t0 — t(Z); choose any (tlf t[) e(T, T") and let s0 = tλ + ί[. Choose
h'o 6 s0, and let hγ e tγ such that ~hγ ^ ftj. Let h[ = hΌ — hte t[ (where
we take oo — oo = 0).

If (T, T) - {(ίlf ίί)}, let (/ι2, ΛJ) = (fcx, fcί) and k = h[- K Otherwise,
choose (t2f t'2) Φ (tί9 t[) from (Γ, 5Γ') Since t, A t2 = t0 and ί2 <; ίί, for
any fe e ί2, ({p: 0 < Λ^p)} n {p: 0 < Λ(p)}) U {p: h[(p) < h(p)} is finite, so
there exists h2 e t2 such that h2 ^ h[, and for all p such that 0 < h^p),
h2(p) = 0 or c>o. Let k = h[ — h29 and let fej = fex + k e ίj From F
take an independent pair {x, y}, and set fe(α ) = h19 h(y) — h2) we have
now established our cadre (W(x), W(y), W(x), W(y), S = ®pePZ(pk{p)))
as in §2. In order to construct A realizing (T, Tr), it remains to
find a suitable c(p) for each prime p. In the process, we shall also
find for each pair (t, £') a rational r = a/b such that z — ax + by eA
and t(s) - ί, t(A/W(Z)) = «'.

Let (t<) be any ordering of T; note that for all ί Φ 1, 2, ίt ^ t[ =
ί(fe2 + fc) and t t ^ tίfei + fc), so t4 ^ ί0 + t(k). Assume that for all j ,
3 ^ i < i, we have found (hjf h'5) 6 (ty, ίj) satisfying Vp 6 U^<i {̂ : 0 <
Ai(p)}, λXp) = 0 o r oo, and for all I < j , hs ^ λί and h5 ^ &. If (Γ, T)
is exhausted, we are done; otherwise, for any h e ti9 {p: 0 < h(p)} Π
(Ui<i {P 0 < Kip)}) U Ui<, {p: M(P)!< ̂ ) } U {?>: Λ(p) > fc(p)} is finite, so
there exists htett such that, for all j < i, ht ^h'j9 ht ^ fc, and for
all p e \J3<i {p: 0 < λ<(3>)}, ht(p) = 0 or oo. Let K = λ;-fcf e ί . By
induction, we have found, for all i, (Λo fe ) e (tif t[) satisfying

( 1 ) Vi < i, ft4 ^ ΛJ
( 2 ) vp e Ui<. {p: 0 < hs(p))f ht{p) - 0 or oo

and
( 3 ) ht£k.
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Having found suitable (hi9 h[) for all i, we proceed to partition
P with respect to these heights.

Let S(0) = {p: k(p) = 0}, and S'(0) = {p: k(p) Φ 0 but Vi, jfĉ p) = 0}.
For ί ^ 1, let S(i) = {p: 0 < Λ,(p) < oo}, and JS(i) = {p: fc^p) = oo}.
Note that the S(i) and S'(0) are disjoint for all i ^ 0; by Lemma 1,
R — Ui -K(ΐ) is the set of sharp primes, and the set of flat primes
is {p: k(p) = oo but p e R). Furthermore, P = (J^o (S(i) U 12(i)) U S'(O),
and 12(1) U JB(2) £ S(0).

For i ^ 1, let U(i) = \Jά<i (S(j) n Λ(i)), so the I7(i) are finite and
disjoint, perhaps empty.

Next, we choose rationale r such that T = {t19 t2, tr: 0 Φ r e Q} as
in Proposition 3. Suppose that for all j with 3 ^ j < i, distinct ry
have been chosen satisfying:

O\) Vp 6 Λ(i), fc(r,.)(p) - h{y){p) - h(x)(p)
(i.) Vg 6 U < ; 17(Λ), /^(r,)(α) ^ Ky)(q) - Λ(aj)(?).

Now choose r, different from all previously selected r^ satisfying (ix)
and (i2). Such a choice is always possible in ŷ 0 different ways, since

(a) Vp e R(i), h(y)(p) = 0 = h(x)(p) except for p in the finite set
X = (S(l) U S(2)) Π Λ(ΐ),

(b) \Jj<iU(j) is finite and disjoint from U(i), and
(c) if 12(i) = P, then A is not reduced.
For example, let m be an integer not in R(i) such that

Vg 6 U UU), h(m)(q) > h{y)(q) - h(x)(q) ,

and let n = Π2>exP/ι(2/)(?))~/ι(a!)(p). For any positive integer α, let sα =
man; then {ββ: α = 1, 2, •••} is an infinite set of integers satisfying
(ij and (i2) of which at most finitely many have previously been
chosen as r/s.

By induction, we have defined a 1 — 1 function tt i—> r4 for all
i ^ 3 such that for all ΐ, r, satisfies (ij and (ΐ2). Furthermore, we
have shown that if T is finite, such a function can be chosen in y$0

ways, while if T is infinite, it can be chosen in 2Ko ways.
We now assign values to the c(p). For p e S(0), let c(p) = 0.
For p 6 S'(0), let c'(p) be an integer prime to p such that 0 <

c\p) < pk{p), and let c(p) = c\p) + pu, where u = 0 if /&(#) < oo, and
u is an arbitrary irrational p-adic unit if k{p) — oo. Let these c(p)
be chosen to be distinct, which is possible in 2*° ways if at least one
k(p) = oo, in infinitely many ways if S'(0) is infinite, and otherwise
in finitely many ways.

For peR(i), let c(p) = p*ι*><*>-*<i'><*>r< = p-h^^rίf & rational p-adic
unit. Because of conditions (i2) and (i2), if p e Λ(i) and q 612(j) with
i Φ j , then c(p) Φ c(q).

For p 6 S(i)\R, let c'(p) be an integer prime to p such that 0 <
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c'(p) <pk{p), and, in case i ^ 3, c'(p) = p'^^^Ti (mod phί{p))', since
ht(p) ^ k(p), these conditions can be fulfilled. Let c(p) = c'(p) if Λ(p) <
oo, and c(p) = c'(p) + up, where % is any irrational p-adic unit, if
k(p) — oo. Note that for p Φ qe\JiS(i)\Rf it is not necessary to
require c(p) Φ c(q).

We have now assigned, for each prime p, a p-adίc unit c(p) such
that

(1) Vi, Vp 6 i2(i), c(p) = p~h^^Ti

(2) Vi,Vpe S(i), c(p) = p"*(r')(l>)r<(mod p*<ίp))
(3) if p is flat, c(p) is irrational; otherwise c(p) is rational.

Thus we have all the data required to construct A.

6. Proof of admissibility of (T, T). To show that A realizes
(JΓ, T), we shall use Proposition 3 in the form T(A) = {ί(a ), ί(i/),
tr:0 Φ r eQ}. For any 0 =£ r e Q, let fer be the generalized height
defined by:

hr(p) - min {k(p\ h(r - p(p)) + Δ(rχ{x){p) - c(p)χ(y)(p))} ,

so ίr = t(hr).
Firstly, suppose r = τt for some i. Then:
(1) Fox peS(0\hr(p) = hi(p)^0.
( 2 ) For p € S'(0), either c(p) = r which can happen for at most

one p, and λr(p) = k(p), or c(p) ^ r, in which case hr(p) = min {fc(p),
A(r)(2>)}. Now if peS'φ) and Λ(p) = «>, then p is flat, so c(p) Φ r;
hence in either case, hr(p) is finite and zero except for finitely many
primes.

(3 ) For p e U(i), k(p) = ^ and rχ(x)(p) = c(p)χ(y)(p), so hr(p) =
oo - ht(p).

(4) For peR(i)\U(i), k(p) - oo, χ(x)(p) = χ(»)(p) = 1 and r =
C(ί?), SO /lr(p) = oo rr: ht(p).

( 5) For p e iϋ(i), i ^ j , k(p) — oo and e(p) = r̂  =̂  r<, so r — /0(j>)
is a nonzero p-adic integer while Δ(rχ(x)(p) — c(p)χ(y)(p)) — 0. Hence
r̂(ϊ>) — ̂ Ϊ(P) = 0 except for finitely many primes where both are finite.

(6) For peS(l)[j S(2)\Rf 0 < k{p) < oo and either c{p) Φ

rph(χ)(P)-h(y)(p)^ j n w h i c i 1 case Λr(p) = min {ifc(p), Λ(r)(p)}, which is zero
except for finitely many primes, or c(p) = rph{x){p)~hίy){p), in which case
hr(p) ^ k(p). But since h(x)(p) > 0, or h(y)(p)>0, this can only
happen for finitely many primes, so for all but finitely many primes,
fcr(P) = 0 = ht(p).

(7 ) For p e S(i)\R, i ^ 3, 0 < fc(p) < oo and

c(p) = j)-*ίr<)(1>)r4(mod p**(l>)) ,

while h(x)(p) = h(y)(p) = 0. Either h(r)(p) = 0 and &r(p) = min {fc(p),
AXp), or h{r)(p) Φ 0, and h(r)(p) is finite. But the latter can
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occur only for finitely many primes.
(8) For peS(j)\R, j ^ 3, h(x)(p) = h(y)(p) = 0, so hr(p) =

min {k(p), h{r — c{p)){p)JrA{r — c{p)){p)}. Since rΦc(p), this is finite and
zero except for the finitely many primes p for which h(r — c(p))(p) > 0.
Since ht(p) = 0, hr(p) = ht(p) for almost all p.

We have considered all primes, and can conclude that tr = tt.
Next, suppose r Φ 1\.

(1) For peS(0),hr(p) = hi(p) = 0.
(2 ) For p e S'(0), just as in the case r — riy we have that hr(p)

is finite and zero except for finitely many primes.
( 3 ) For p e R(i\ k{p) = oo = ht(p), but rχ(x)(p) Φ c(p)χ(y)(p), so

hr(p) = h{r)(p) or h(r — c(p))(p)9 which is finite.
( 4 ) For p == S(i), hr(p) = ht(p) iff p~h^p)r = p-^WrAmodp11^),

but this can happen for only finitely many primes.
Hence tr Φ tt unless both are t0. We conclude that tr = tt if and

only if r — i\ or r Φ rά for all j and tr = t0.
Since the group A so constructed has the height k and the ac-

cidental primes completely determined by (Γ, T'), not only Ύ — T(A),
but also T\A) = T. This answers Question 2(a) of [1].

7* Number of groups realizing an admissible (Γ, T")* We saw
in §3 above that for fixed W(x), W(y), and k, distinct classes [β,Ύ]
of epimorphisms produce nonisomorphic groups A. Each class [β, Ύ]
yields a distinct ceZ, where c(p) is unique modulo pkip) if k(p) < oo,
and conversely if A corresponds to c eZ, and A! to c', then A is
quasi-isomorphic to A' iff c differs from cf by a rational multiple
(modulo pk{p) if k(p) < oo).

Thus, the number of groups realizing (Γ, T") is equal to the
number of possible choices of the c(p), given a fixed ordering (tt)
of Γ.

THEOREM 1. Let (T, Γ') δe a pair of sets of types satisfying con-
ditions (l)-(4) of Proposition 4, and let c(T, T) denote the number of
isomorphism classes of rank 2 groups realizing (Γ, Tr), and c\T, T')
the number of quasi-isomorphism classes. Then, in the notation of

(1) If S = (BpepZ(pk{p)) is finite, c(T, Tf) £ number of units
of S, considered as a unital cyclic ring and c\T, Tr) = 1.

(2) If S is infinite, there are no fiat primes and {t e T: 3p
with t(p) = oo} is finite, then c\T, T) ^ Ho = c(T, T).

( 3 ) Otherwise, c(T, T') = 2̂ ° = c\T, T).

Proof. Since A is a subset of a 2 dimensional rational vector
space, we certainly have c\T, T) ^ c(T, T) ^ 2*°.
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(1) In the construction of § 6, we chose c among the units of
S. If aιy a2 are any automorphisms of S, ax is a rational multiple
of α2, so c'(T, T) = 1. In fact, each A realizing (T, T) is quasi-
isomorphic to W(x)@W{y).

(2) Let H = {i:R(i) Φ 0} be a finite set. For each ieH, we
chose Ti from an infinite set of candidates, and each such choice
determined a unique c(p) for all peR(i). The remaining c(p) were
each chosen from a finite set, so all in all, there were ^ 0 possible
choices for c, so c(T, T) = Ko

(3) If any p is fiat, an arbitrary choice of an irrational p-adie
unit was made in the construction, so c(T, T) — 2Ko.

If {t: Ip with t(p) — °o} is infinite, an infinite number of choices
of distinct rt were made, each from an infinite set, and each such
choice defined a unique c, so c(T, T) = 2*°.

Of these 2*° possible c, at most fc$0 can be related by a rational
multiple, so c'(T, T) - 2Ko.

EXAMPLE. Classification of rank 2 homogeneous groups:
Let (T(A), T'(A)) - {(£, t')}; by Lemma 3, A ^ G(x) A', where G

is a rank 1 group and (T(A'), T\Af)) - {(ί(Z)f ί(fc))}. Let

If 5 ^ 0 , there are 2**° possibilities for the quasi-isomorphism class
of A;; if B — 0 but S'(0) is infinite, there are ^ 0 possibilities for
the quasi-isomorphism class of A'; otherwise A' ^ Z @ Z.

8. Completely anisotropic groups* Beaumont and Pierce [1,
Definition 7.8] define A to be completely anisotropic (c.a.) if no two
independent elements have the same type. They show that for any
rank 2 group, the only type which can possibly be the type of two
independent elements is t0, and hence if ί o ί Γ(i), then A is c.a.;
furthermore, if T(A) is finite, then A cannot be c.a. They prove
the existence of c.a. groups but do exhibit an example; indeed the
first explicit example in the literature occurs in [5, Theorem 1],
although Dubois [3, Theorem 1] gives a necessary condition for a
typeset to be realized by a c.a. group, and both he and Koehler [6]
exhibit an infinite admissible typeset which cannot be realized by
a c.a. group. Ito [5] gives a sufficient, but not necessary condition
for a typeset to be realized by a c.a. group.

The following proposition provides a necessary condition for a
group to be c.a., and the next theorem proves that it is also sufficient.

PROPOSITION 5. Let A be a rank 2 group for which ί0 — t(Z).
If A is c.a., then for any basis {x, y} with h(x) Λ h(y) — 0, there
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are infinitely many types t in T(A) satisfying:

Vp, if t(p) = oo, then h(y)(p) - h(x)(p) = 0 .

Proof. Since A is c.a., there is a prime p with h{y)(p) Φ h(x)(p).
Let rk = 3>*cif)(p>-*(aJ)(p)+̂  s o {r&: & = if 29 ...} is an infinite set of rationale
such that h(rk)(q) Φ h(y)(q) — h(x)(q) for all q for which h(y)(q) —
h(x)(q) Φ 0. Let rk = ak/bk, where ak, bk e Z.

By Corollary 3, the elements zk = αfc# + &Λ?/ satisfy: if h{y){p) —
h(x)(p) Φ h(rk(p), then h(zk)(p) Φ oo. But since A is c.a., the zk, being
pair wise independent, all have different types, so there are infinitely
many types t in T(A) such that if t(p) == oo, then h(y)(p) — h(x)(p) = 0.

The following theorem provides a solution to Question (2)(b) of

[1]:

THEOREM 2. Let (T, Tf) be a pair of sets of types satisfying
conditions (l)-(4) of Proposition 4 {with t0 = t(Z)), and

( 5 ) For any tlf t2 e T, let hγ 6 t19 h2 e t2. Then there are infinitely
many te T satisfying:

(c.a.) Vp, if t(p) — oo, then hλ(p) — h2(p) is finite, and zero almost
everywhere.

Let d(T, T) denote the number of isomorphism classes of c.a.
rank 2 groups realizing (Γ, T'), and d'(T, Tf) the number of quasi-
isomorphism classes. Then:

(1) // there are no fiat primes and {t e T: 3p with t(p) = oo}
is finite, then d\T, T) ^ « 0 = d(T, T)<

( 2 ) Otherwise d\T, T) = 2Ko = d(T, T).

Proof. In §6, it was shown that for every nonzero rational
r, tre T without repetitions iff the function tt \-+ r< in § 5 is surjective.
Hence by Theorem 1 above, it suffices to show that if condition (5)
holds, we have the right number of sur jective functions.

Let L = {t 6 T: t satisfies (c.a.)}, so L is infinite. Let M be the
complement of L in T, and order T so that M occurs before L.

We have seen in § 5 that {fy. tt e M} can be chosen to leave an
infinite complement in Q. But then we have ^ 0 unused rationale
and V$o {rif tt e L} slots to fill, each of which is constrained by only
finitely many conditions. Thus in case (1), we can choose ^ 0 functions
to be surjective, and in case (2), we can choose 2Ko surjective.
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